The Window With a Track Record
**For Performance...**

This *Crystal Achievement Award* winning design brought many features never before available in windows. **Tilt 'N' Slide** was the first hardware specifically designed to make horizontal sliding windows safely open inward. Now you can do more than just slide your window open.

**Enjoy these added benefits that Tilt 'N' Slide' provides:**

**Multi-feature**
- The Tilt 'N' Slide' design allows the window to open easily and slide to any position and tilt inward.

**Full Ventilation**
- The Tilt 'N' Slide' design allows full ventilation. No longer will you have to be restricted to opening your window halfway. Open it all the way and get maximum ventilation.

**Easy Cleaning**
- The Tilt 'N' Slide' allows users to clean the window faster and safer from inside the house. No more having to go outside to clean the inside of your window.

**Emergency Escape**
- The Tilt 'N' Slide' allows quick emergency exit through the window. This window offers a safe and fully accessible exit.

---

**TILT 'N' SLIDE™**

**Superior Tilt-in Window Hardware**

**Spring Cap Sash Retainer**
- Neatly and securely stores the lock handle.
- To open the sash: Press cap away from the flip lock handle. The spring loaded system automatically ejects the handle for easy grasping.
- To close: press flip lock handle against the spring cap and it snaps into position over the handle.

**Optional Anti-Swing**
- Firmly secures the sash in its tilt position and eliminates any possibility of it swinging.
- **Fin-seal**
  - Because the full weight of the sash is carried by the shoes the fin-seal will last longer. This means longer protection against wind and water infiltration.

**Brass Rollers**
- Brass rollers maintain the sash at a constant height from the sill and header allowing the weatherseal to keep wind and water out.
- Brass rollers make the sash easy to move.
- Brass rollers provide long life performance.
- Other hardware lets the sash rest on the weatherseal which crushes it and results in faster degradation of the seal and ultimately air and water infiltration.

---

**For Safety...**

When any sliding sash is going to be tilted inward it first must be locked to the frame to prevent it from falling to the floor. Only Tilt 'N' Slide' securely locks the sash to the frame before the sash can be tilted inward. Other types of hardware were not intended for this application and only apply braking pressure as the sash is tilted inward. This is unsafe because the sash may fall out of the frame before the brakes are fully engaged.

Also the expanding type of shoes rely entirely on friction between the hardware and the frame. This is inadequate as the plastic hardware and the pvc frame are both slippery materials. The caliper brake system of the Tilt 'N' Slide' acts just like a vice clamping the sash to the frame resulting in safe operation.

---

**For Reliability...**

- Low friction brass rollers
- Steel strips are galvanized and painted with powder epoxy
- Engineering resins used throughout
- Stainless steel fasteners
- Tested to ensure continued performance for over 40 years
- Backed by lifetime warranty
THE BETTER SOLUTION

- Easy Cleaning
- Maximum Ventilation
- Easy Emergency Exit
- Maximum Glass Area
- Easy operation

We have been designing windows for the future for over 10 years...

With over 10 years of designing, testing and manufacturing, the Tilt 'N' Slide® window has become the ultimate in window technology. The Tilt 'N' Slide™ is the most Advanced Window On The Market Today!